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1. Introduction 
In recent years, more and more scholars have become interested in studying the oscillation theory 
of partial differential equations. We refer the reader to [1, 2, 7] for parabolic equations and to 
[3, 4, 6, 8] for hyperbolic equations. However, only Mishev and Bainov [8] have studied the necessary 
and sufficient condition for oscillation of hyperbolic equations. 
Our aim in this paper is to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for oscillation of parabolic 
equations of the form 
~u(x ,  t) = a(t)Au(x, t) + ~ ak(t)Au(x, t -- pk(t)) 
i l l  
k=l  
m 
- Zq j ( t )u (x , t -  trj(t)), (x , t )E f2  × [0, cx~)-G, (1) 
j= l  
where g2 is a bounded omain in ~n with a piecewise smooth boundary 0f2 and A is the Laplacian 
in the Euclidean -space R". 
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We assume throughout this paper that 
(At) a, ak,qjEC([O, cx~); [0, c~)), 
(A2) pk, cTjcC([O, oo); [0, o~)), 
kEIs  = {1,2 .. . .  ,s}; j~ Im={1,2  ..... m}; 
l im(t -- pk(t)) = lirn(t -- crj(t)) = oo, kCIs; jCIm. 
l----+ OO 
Consider the following boundary condition: 
u(x,t)=O, (x,t)EOf2× [0,o~). (2) 
Definition 1 (Mishev and Bainov [7]). The function u E C2(G)A CI(G) is said to be a solution of 
the problem (1), (2) if it satisfies (1) in the domain G and the boundary condition (2). 
Definit ion 2 (Mishev and Bainov [7]). The solution u(x,t) of the problem (1), (2) is said to be 
oscillatory in the domain G=Y2 × [0, oo) if for any positive number # there exists a point (x0, t0)E f2 × 
[#, ~)  such that the equality U(Xo, to)= 0 holds. 
2. Main  result 
We first introduce the following lemma. 
Lemma (Erbe et al. [5]). Consider the equation 
V'(t) + ~ pi(t)V(t - (ri(t)) =-  O, 
i=1  
where 
Pi, ai E C([O, cx)); [0, oo)), lim (t - ai(t)) = oo, 
t--+~o 
Suppose there exists a nonempty set I C_ In such that 
(Cl) cr~(t)>O for t>_-O, iEI, 
(C2) ~iel pi(t)>O for t>,O. 
iEIn={1,2,. . . ,n}. 
Then every solution of Eq. (3) is oscillatory if and only if the differential inequality 
V'(t) + ~ p,(t)V(t - tTi(t))<~O 
i=1  
has eventually no positive solutions. 
The following fact will be used. The smallest eigenvalue ~0 of the Dirichlet problem 
Aco(x) + ~co(x) = 0 in f2 
co(x) = 0 on t3f2 
is positive and the corresponding eigenfunction q~(x) is positive in f2. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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Theorem. Suppose that there exists a nonempty set I* C l s+ m such that 
(B1) zi(t)>O for t>~O, iEI*, and 
(B2) ~iEl* pi(t)>O for t>~O, 
where 
zi(t)= { pi(t), l <~i~s, { ai(t), l <~i<~s, 
tTi_s(t), s+l<~i<<.s+m, pi(t)= qi-s(t), s+l<<.i<<.s+m. 
Then every solution of problem (1), (2) is oscillatory in G if and only if the differential inequality 
V'(t) + ~oa(t)V(t) + ~o ~_, ak(t)V(t - pk(t)) + qy(t)V(t - aj(t))<~O (6) 
k=l j= l  
eventually has no positive solutions. 
Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose to the contrary there is a nonoscillatory solution u(x,t) to the problem 
(1), (2) which has no zeros in f2 × [t0,oo) for some t0~>O. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that u(x,t)>O, u(x,t-  pk(t))>O and u(x,t-  aj(t))>O in f2 × [h,cx~) for tl ~>to, k EIs and 
jEIm. 
Multiplying (1) by (p(x) and integrating with respect o x over the domain f2, we have 
d u(x,t)tp(x)dx)=a(t) f Au(x, 
s 
+Y~ak(t)faAu(x, 
k=l 
t - pk(t))cp(x) dx 
In 
- ~-~qj( t ) fu(x , t -  aj(t))tp(x)dx, t>>-h. (7) 
j= l  
Using Green's formula and boundary condition (2), we obtain 
fo Au(x't)qg(x)dx : fo u(x,t)Acp(x)dx :-O~o f~ u(x,t)cp(x)dx, t ~t,, (8) 
foAu(x, t - pk(t))cp(x) dx = Ja u(x, t - pk(t))Acp(x) dx 
f 
=-~o faU(X,t-pk(t))tp(x)dx, t>/tl, kEI~. (9) 
Let V(t)= fou(x,t)q~(x)dx for t>.q, from (7)-(9), we get 
V'(t)+~oa(t)V(t)+eo~-~ak(t)V(t-Ok(t))+ qy(t)V(t-aj(t))=O, t>~t~. (10) 
k=l j= l  
By the Lemma and (6) we obtain that every solution of Eq. (10) is oscillatory, which contradicts 
the fact that V(t)>0 is a solution of Eq. (10). 
Necessity. Suppose the inequality (6) has an eventually positive solution. By the Lemma we 
obtain that Eq. (10) has a nonoscillatory solution. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
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/?(t)>0 for t>~to>~O is therefore a solution of Eq. (10). From (10), we have 
s m 
V'(t) = -~oa(t)~'(t)  - ~o ~ ak(t)~'(t - pk(t)) - Z qj(t)~'(t - trj(t) ), t ~to. (11) 
k=l  j - I  
Multiplying both sides of (11) by ~p(x), we obtain 
s 
~(l?(t)tp(x)) : -~toa(t)~'(t)tp(x) - ao ~ ak(t)P(t - pk(t))~p(x) 
k=l  
m 
-Zq j ( t )~ ' ( t -  aj(t))tp(x), t~to.  (12) 
j 1 
Noting that Atp(x)=-~0~p(x), from (12) we have 
~ (P'(t)qg(x)) : a ( t )A(V( t )qg(x) )  + ~ ak(t )A(  ~'(t -- pk(t))tp(x)) 
k=l  
rn 
- ~-~qj(t)P(t  - aj(t))~p(x), t>-to, (13) 
j= l  
which shows that tT(x,t)-- /?(t)qg(x)>0 satisfies (1). It is easy to see that when ~p(x)= 0, xE t3f2. 
Thus ff(x,t)---O, (x , t )C c~f2 x [0,zx~). Hence ~(x , t )= P(t)~p(x) is a non-oscillatory solution of the 
problem (1), (2), which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. [] 
Remark. We can obtain many sufficient conditions for the oscillation of the problem (1), (2) by 
using the Theorem. Due to limited space, their statements are omitted here. 
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